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White-tailed deer need a high
fat diet of beechnuts and acorns
in the fall to create enough
stored fat to last through the
lean winter months until the
first green vegetation of spring
sprouts in wetlands.

id you know that animals eat different
things in the spring than they do in
the fall? Unlike people, wildlife must
depend on the foods that are available in
their environment, and that changes with
the seasons.
It’s important that an animal’s
habitat includes all the areas in which
it can find the variety of food it needs
through the year. Let’s learn about
wildlife and the foods they need
through the seasons!
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What’s
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=
Like the young of
many species, the diet
of wild turkey poults, or
chicks, is different than
what it is when they are
older. Turkey poults
depend on a diet of
insects that provide
protein for early
growth. Adults feed
mainly on fruit,
seeds and nuts.

In the early spring, the first green plants
sprout in wetlands. Deer, black bear and many
other species rely on wetlands to find their first
meal after a long winter with little or no food.

By late spring, many animals move into
nearby fields and forests to feed on the grasses
and leaves growing there. More nutritious
foods, like blueberries and blackberries, ripen in
the summer. We may find we’re not the only ones
in the berry patch, picking tasty treats!
Fall is a critical time for many animals to
gather food to store for the long winter ahead.
Instead of storing food to eat later, many wildlife
species eat lots of seeds and
nuts that are high in
fat. The fat is stored
in their bodies to
provide the energy
they need to survive
the winter.

Osprey feed on fish through most of the year,
until cold fall temperatures cause fish to
move deeper in the water, or until ice covers
the surface. Then they must migrate south,
where fish remain available year-round.

During the
winter months, bobcats
frequent wetlands where
small rodents, like mice
and voles, are easier to
find. In summer and fall,
they spend more time on
the edges of open and
agricultural land where
there is good cover
and prey, including
squirrels, birds and
cottontail rabbits.
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Brook trout feed on a variety of insects, including
mayflies, stoneflies and dobsonflies. In winter,
when the water body freezes over,
brook trout feed on smaller fish and
aquatic insects that remain active
under the ice.

Moose are browsers during much
of the year, but feed on aquatic
plants in the summer. This
provides sodium necessary for
antler growth in bulls and milk
production in cows for feeding
their calves.

Wildlife often leave clues about what they have been eating. Here are a
few of New Hampshire’s wildlife species and the clues they leave behind.
In winter porcupines
chew patches of bark
off trees to get at
the inner bark.

Pileated woodpeckers
peck large rectangular
holes into dead
trees and fallen
logs, searching for
carpenter ants, their
primary prey.

Rodents, like the
white-footed mouse,
gnaw on shed deer
and moose antlers
for the nutrients
they contain.
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Red squirrels eat
seeds found in
the cones of some
evergreen trees,
leaving piles of seed
wings and cone
skeletons on stumps
or at the base of
trees.
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After reading this issue, identify each photo above by reading its clue, given below.
Write your answers in the list on the right.

31. I chew on antlers that have been shed by deer and moose.
2. In the summer, I browse on aquatic plants for food.
3. During the winter, I hunt for rodents in wetland areas.

7. In the fall, I eat beechnuts and acorns and when spring arrives, I prefer
green plants for food.

4. I eat mayflies and other bugs in the summer and small fish in winter.

8. I eat seeds from the cones of evergreen trees, and I often leave a mess.

5. I eat lots of ants by digging them out of trees.

9. I catch and eat fish and head south in the winter.
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5. G - Pileated woodpecker
9. C - Osprey

4. E - Brook trout

8. B - Red squirrel

3. A - Bobcat

7. I - White-tailed deer

2. D - Moose

6. F - Porcupine

1. H - White-footed mouse
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6. To survive winter, I eat patches of bark from trees.

